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MobiStore - mobile shelving
Stortec MobiStore is a centralized archiving storage shelving system that utilizes the minimum floor space and increases the room
storage capacity by at least 75% compared to static shelving. Shelving moves along tracks and eliminates the need of aisles
between the racks which now can be used as storage space, its movement is ergonomic and can be either mechanical or electrical.
It is a custom-made system designed accordingly to each room specific dimensions and complexity in order to offer the maximum
space utilization. The electrical version of the MobiStore can be connected with the Stortec specialized Document Management
Software, where every document movement is monitored and controlled, in this way the risk of documents misplacement and
valuable data loss is significantly reduced.
Stortec MobiStore Competitive Edge:
Mechanical Movement of Higher Gear

Ratio (1:5.600Kg)

In Track Anti-Tip Mechanism
Installation Without Any Floor Interference

The Stortec MobiStore offers:
Space Savings
By moving the rack units
along tracks Stortec MobiStore
eliminates the need of aisles
between the racks as it requires
only one aisle to operate all the
rack units, by moving the units
existing aisle closes and a new
one opens exactly where is
needed. In this way the space
used for aisles between the
racks is now utilized as a storage
space, increasing the storage
capacity by at least 75% or
reducing the floor space used to
accommodate the same volume
of documents by at least 45%.
Increased Productivity
Centralises all your archives and
storage into one area rather
than having it spread around the
office, allowing you to have more
control over your documents and
enable you to spend more time
on important tasks and less time
searching for critical information
supplies around the office.

Movement Ergonomics
MobiStore movement can be
either mechanical or electronic.
With the mechanical system,
regardless of length, operator
can move a single or multiple
rack units at the same time
easily and effortlessly. Mobile
units are equipped with an
ergonomic waist-height handle
and the movement is transmitted
trough reduction gear chain
drive (gear ratio 1:5.600kg) to
a full-length drive shaft moving
all drive wheels throughout the
carriage. Electronic drive is a
computerised drive system that
opens the desired aisle at a
click of a button, it is suitable
at workplaces where frequent
access is required or for very
large systems. The main colour
touchscreen control panel on
the first rack opens the required
aisle immediately by moving all
racks at the same time, each
mobile unit has its own engine
and control panel.
Security & Control
Instead of aisles of unprotected
open
shelves
and
drawer
cabinets, documents are kept
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clean and secure within the
system. Optionally equipped
with lockable sliding doors and
movement locks, locking the
system completely or a certain
area of the system preventing
unauthorised
personnel
from
accessing system contents. With
the system of electronic drive,
access PIN code and access
rights can be incorporated.
Furthermore every document
or item movement can be
monitored
and
controlled
though the password protected
Stortec specialized Document
Management Software (optional),
which in addition the function of
retrieval and return is transformed
to a guided job that significantly
eliminates transactions errors.
Mobility
Unlike similar systems in the
market
MobiStore
can
be
installed on the floor in three
different ways, either with tracks
fixed on the floor accompanied
with rail ramps, fixed directly into
the floor or, installed with Stortec
Floating System which enables
the installation of the system
without any interference to the

floor as no anchoring is required
on the floor. Practice showed
that many systems are added or
relocated within approximately
three years of installation, with
Stortec Floating System you can
plan ahead with confidence as
the system can move along with
you without leaving any visible
markings to previous installation
place.
Flexibility
Stortec MobiStore is a custom
-made solution designed and
produced to adapt room specific
dimensions in order to utilise
all available space and offer
maximum capacity not limited
to that can be modified and
extended to meet customers
future expansion needs. It can
accommodate a wide range
of documents and items such
as Boxes, Audio Visual Materials,
Office Supplies, Medical Supplies,
Vertical or Lateral Hanging
Folders, Lever Arch Files/Box
Files, Vertical or Lateral StandUp Folders, CDs, Tapes & etc.
according to customer needs.

Business Solutions

Safety
Stortec ensures maximum safety to the
operators by incorporating in track anti-tip
mechanism, corridor protection handle to
keep the corridor in use open, rubber buffer
stops between the mobile units to protect
operators fingers and prevent units collision.
Additionally the electrical drive system uses
threshold safety switches at critical system
areas, protection photocells in each aisle
and an emergency stop switch at the front
of each mobile unit
Fast Return on Investment
Stortec MobiStore is an affordable system
that won’t break the budget. Due to the
space savings and improved productivity
provided by a MobiStore System the
average ROI is less than eighteen months
after systems installation.

Colour Touch Screen Control System

Mechanical Movement

Stortec MobiStore Features:
All steel construction.
Finished with Power Coating Technology,
available at any RAL scale colour – Standard
Colour combination RAL 7039 & RAL 7035.
Decorative Panels for Closed end Uprights.
Open or Closed Intermediate Uprights.
Self Locking Shelves capable of re-levelling
at every 30mm without the use of any tools,
bolts or nuts, Plain, Reinforced or equipped
with Hanging Rails.
Roll-out Frames, Drawers and Reference
Shelves.
Movable or Fixed Shelf Dividers.
Separating Walls or Profiles between the
opposite shelves within the double sided
racks.
Lateral and Upper Dust Covers.
Ergonomic Rotating Handle for the
Mechanical
Movement
&
Coloured
Touchscreen Control System for the
Electrical Movement.
Index cards at the front of each unit.
Index LEDs at both sides of the front of each
double sided unit and at the active side
of the single sided units for the Electrical
Movement System.
Optional Lockable Sliding Doors and
Movement Locking Systems.
Electronic Movement System comes with
functional Keyboard, that allows users to
move the mobile units right and left, enter
the desired unit number to retrieve and
communicate with the interfaced PC.
Fully interfaceable with a PC directly or
through LAN.
Stortec Specialized Document Management
Software (optional feature), offers increased
productivity, accuracy, security and control
over documents movement.

Storage Applications

Vertical Flat Files

Box / Lever Arch Files

Lateral Hanging Pockets

Vertical Hanging Pockets

Books

Media Storage

Electrical Movement

STORTEC INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
Stortec history on servicing the market goes back more than a century and, through providing first in class products and
services to customers managed to be the selected storage solution provider for many organizations and institutions.
Stortec International Limited with a full range of products Business and Industrial, offers a complete total storage and filing
solution packages with the highest level of services resulting to “value for money” to its customers covering their needs to
the maximum. Products of best quality, safe, continuously improved, together with qualified personnel leading to customers’
satisfaction is Stortec International philosophy.
Through its positive attributes of storage solutions Stortec International Limited provides exclusive services to companies,
organisations, factories and any other kind of clientele. Considerable effort is set into proposing the most effective products
and services to its customers, by working closely with them in depth analysis of current situation and practices for developing
solutions suitable to their specific needs. Project management implementation and full after sales services are provided.
In this rapid developed industry Stortec International Limited promises to continue upgrading its services and products as its
main aim is to keep customers happy and result to long-term relationships.
Stortec International Limited, is located in Cyprus and is responsible for servicing the regions of Eastern Europe, Middle East,
Far East, Russia & CIS, and Africa.

Our Mission
To form and consolidate long term relationships with customers, by providing excellent products and services and, to be the
selected supplier of organisations willing to enhance their storage and retrieval operations. The superb cooperation with our
suppliers and our commitment to excellence in the way of providing products and services, are the key factors of succeeding
sustainable and expandable clientele.

Customer Services Support
Stortec International Limited Service Team has an extensive proprietary knowledge and experience of storage systems
technology and provides preeminent technical and after sales support as well as installation and commissioning to Stortec
and Non-Stortec Products.
In this ever demanding and competitive environment we at Stortec International understand the critical role storage systems
play within our customers' businesses. We ensure that people working with us and to our dealers are fully trained on the
subject and capable of providing first in class services, to ensure maximum system uptime and reliability.

Customer Services

After Sales Support

 System Installation & Start Up
 Commissioning
 Technical Support Through Remote access, Email, Skype

 Live 24/7 Technical Support Through Remote Access, Email,

and Telephone
 Customized Training Programs
 Equipment Relocations

Skype and Telephone
 Equipment Service and Repair
 Full Service Contracts
 Preventative Maintenance and Troubleshooting Service

Contracts
 Free Access to Stortec International FAQ and Support

Forum
 Full Service Maintenance Repair and Operating (MRO)

Materials Stock
 Product Enhancements and Modifications

Authorized Dealer:

stortec international limited
P. O. Box 50399, 3604 Limassol, Cyprus
T. +357 2587 0007, F.+357 2538 7788, E. info@stortec.co, Web. www.stortec.co

